Introduction
Biologically engineered natural materials contain highly ordered molecular building blocks, processed with precision, which is difficult to mimic in articial systems over multiple scales. Some of the well-known toughest biological materials such as bone, pearl, and silk have in common self-assembled layers of aligned hard reinforcing and dissipating components. 1 At the molecular scale, pearls found in mollusk shells contain highly aligned aragonite crystal layers chemically composed of calcium carbonate, embedded within a complex mixture of proteins (chitin derivatives). 2 The hard components (aragonite layers) are glued with so organic lubricant interconnections which helps in redistribution of strain, resulting in the formation of materials that are both extremely tough as well as strong. 3 However, along with the interesting morphological characteristics, living materials also provide functionality (such as actuation, motion, etc.) triggered through an externally applied biological stimulus (e.g. pH, temperature or light). Learning from nature, in the present study, strategic engineering of composites with genetically modied designer proteins is carried out to fabricate articial nacre with highperformance mechanical as well as stimuli-responsive electrochemical behavior.
The locomotion (jumping or ying) and sound generation in insects are the coherent functions of muscle and resilin proteins, which show a unique energy storage and release mechanism. 4 They are elastomeric proteins found in the insect cuticle forming a cross-linked network-like structure, with high resilience due to the presence of glycine and proline residues. 5 Interestingly, resilin and resilin like proteins (RLPs) with their attractive chemo-mechanical properties show multi-stimuli responsive behaviour towards temperature, pH, ions, and light. 6 The stimuli-responsive characteristics of RLPs have found potential applications in biosensors, biomedical devices, and controlled drug delivery. Rec1-resilin, containing an Nterminal domain (18 copies of a 15 amino acid repeat sequence of exon1) derived from Drosophila melanogaster, was rst recombinantly expressed and studied by Elvin et al. 5 The recent advances in molecular-cloning techniques and protein engineering have made it possible to design proteins at a molecular level with precise control on the amino acid sequence, binding motifs and functionality depending on target applications. Several studies on the development of smart polymeric composites using biomimetic proteins such as elastin, 7 silk, 8 resilin, 9 green uorescent proteins 10 or abductin 11 with responsive properties have been reported.
In this work, a RLP was modied with two adhesive proteins which have site-specic molecular recognition capabilities for NFC and RGO, respectively. The developed diblock fused protein complexes effectively mimic the matrix-mediated proteins found in biological systems. Firstly, the affinity of hybrid proteins towards a nanocellulose surface was enhanced by fusing two cellulose binding domains (CBMs), which are generally found in fungal cellulase enzymes. 12 Secondly, a hydrophobin (HFBI), which is a fungal surfactant protein, was used to increase the molecular adhesiveness of fusion proteins towards the hydrophobic graphene surface. 13 The fused protein complex binds selectively to the strong (tensile strength $ 130 GPa) and highly conductive graphene surface and stiff NFC bers (tensile modulus $ 110 GPa) interconnected through a highly exible and responsive RLP sequence. The resulting nanocomposite formed with such engineered protein moieties mimics the hierarchical arrangements of aragonite sheets pooled in a chitinous matrix, 14 as observed in biological nacre. Moreover, in the case of Pinctada fucata (pearl oyster) a similar class of protein-based di-block copolymers, Pif-97 and Pif-80, are known to introduce biomineralization and have a specic binding domain for aragonite and chitin residues. 2, 15 Graphene, due to its remarkable physicochemical and structural properties and improved functionality, has been widely integrated into articial nacre using various selfassembly approaches. 1 Several types of interfacial interactions at the molecular level based on non-covalent bonding such as ionic and hydrogen bonding and electronic p-p interactions and covalent bonding may prevail independently or synergistically in fabricated graphene-based articial nacre. However, there still remain several challenges for articial nacre such as simultaneous improvement of the tensile modulus as well as toughness and processing on larger scales with the capability to mimic biological functions. The utilization of bio-inspired protein integrated articial nacre may overcome these challenges, but has been seldom studied. A study on biomineralization within a chitosan matrix inltrated with silk broin through an ice-templating and hot-pressing method for articial nacre fabrication was recently reported by Mao et al. 16 In another study by Cui et al., 17 graphene-based nacre with synergistic effects (hydrogen and covalent bonding) was developed using dopamine, which mimics mussel adhesive proteins. Recent studies on inltration of graphene layers with chitosan 18 and pyrimidinone based supramolecular assembly 19 have shown the presence of a similar type of protein-based interaction forming tough and strong composites. In our earlier reported study, we have shown that strategic designing of fusion proteins with specic recognition sites can be used to fabricate composites with improved structural properties. 20, 21 However, the properties of developed nanocomposites cannot be externally tuned or controlled because of the absence of any functional and responsive units in diblock proteins. In the present study, the introduction of a functional linker in the modular protein is expected to tune the microstructure of NFC/RGO signicantly, depending on processing conditions (e.g. pH, temperature or ionic strength). To the best of our knowledge, the fabrication of stimuli-responsive protein-based articial nacre has never been reported and is expected to show highperformance applications in structural and electronic sectors.
Inspired from the modular nature of structural or matrix proteins in biological systems, we designed a hybrid protein in which molecular recognition sites (CBM and HFBI) are connected with a functional linker (resilin-like polypeptide, RLP) through genetic engineering methods. The fusion protein forms a so matrix adhering to NFC and RGO surfaces through molecular or colloidal-level interactions and establishing a biomimetic nacre-like morphology. Resilin generally present in insects has an energy storage function with the capability to rapidly store and release energy without fatigue. 22 The high resilience of the linker molecule coupled with stiff building blocks has shown to distinctively improve both the strength and toughness of the material. The binding interactions and the degree of intercalations of hybrid proteins, however, depend on their concentrations, NFC/RGO ratio, and processing conditions which have been studied in detail. The utilization of fusion proteins has shown to modulate the micro-architecture of NFC/RGO with pH tunable inter-layer spacing, resulting in signicant variation of electrochemical charge storage capabilities. In summary, the present study proposes a biosynthetic route for modulating materials through molecular engineering of functionally active proteins and evaluate their practical applications as exible solid-state supercapacitors.
Results and discussion

Evaluation of molecular interactions between the fusion protein and NFC/RGO nanosheets
The fusion protein was genetically engineered to include both adhesive and elastically active molecular building blocks which are connected by polypeptide linkers. The two adhesive protein binding moieties used were cellulose-binding modules (CBMs) and a class II hydrophobin (HFBI), which were interconnected to each other with a functional resilin-like polypeptide (RLP) ( Fig. 1(a) and S1(a) †). The developed modular protein was anticipated to self-assemble in the interlayers of RGO and NFC to create hybrid nanocomposites with functional and responsive characteristics (as shown in Fig. 1(b) ). Fungal CBMs originating from cellobiohydrolase enzymes of fungus Trichoderma reesei bind specically to cellulosic surfaces through aromatic residues and hydrogen bonding. 23 CBMs are generally rich in disulde cross linkages with the presence of cysteine bridges and are relatively smaller in size (made up of $about 36-38 amino acid residues). 24 To enhance the binding efficiency with cellulose bers, two CBMs were connected in tandem with a non-functional small amino acid linker and are referred to as 'dCBMs' (double CBMs) in the fusion protein. The second adhesive component, hydrophobin HFBI, is slightly larger with a diameter of $3 nm and has an amphiphilic structure. 25 It is known to form multimeric units binding specically to graphene nanosheets through hydrophobic interactions and forming a thermodynamically stable dispersion. 21 The binding modules are linked together with a functionally active elastomeric protein, resilin-like polypeptide (RLP), which has a pHdependent reversible conformational behavior (as shown in Fig. 1(c) ). The RLP assumes a random coil-like structure with a resilience of $95% and a deformation capability of $300%, behaving like a super-elastic rubber under hydrated conditions. 4 From single molecular force spectroscopy (SMFS) studies, it was observed that the RLP assumes a coil-like morphology at pH $ 5 and elongates at pH $ 11, stretching itself completely by $40 nm. 26 It is further quantied that at pH $ 11, resilin forms an entangled network-like structure resulting in a high work of rupture improving by ten orders of magnitude (in comparison to that at pH $ 5), as reported in our earlier studies. 26, 27 Therefore, the self-assembled layers of such functional fusion proteins in hierarchical layers of RGO and NFC are expected to tune the macroscopic properties of the RGO/NFC nanocomposites in bulk (as presented in Fig. 1(c) ).
To further understand the molecular interactions of fusion proteins, binding isotherm studies were carried out in the presence of NFC and RGO as individual components as well as in the combination of RGO/NFC (at a ratio of 1 : 1) ( Fig. 1(d) ). It was expected that the binding capacity would be affected by the concentration of species, ionic strength, pH of the medium and number of binding sites present in the protein used for the adsorption study. 28 In the present work, the protein binding studies were carried out at constant RGO, NFC and NFC/RGO (1 : 1) and pH $ 7, under varying protein concentration and isotherms were tted with the one site Langmuir model 29 and the multiple binding site based Hill equation. 30 The Langmuir isotherm showed a B max of $5.8, 6.1 and 13.5 mg g À1 for NFC, RGO and NFC/RGO respectively but with lower condence values (R 2 ) especially for NFC/RGO. This was possibly because the developed fusion protein constructs may interact with both RGO and NFC in multiple ways, and the binding was therefore evaluated using the Hill equation (with the parameters as shown in Table S1 in the ESI †), which takes into consideration the multi-site adsorption behavior. The investigation of the equilibrium dissociation (K d ) and association constants (K a ) showed that both RGO and NFC in combination have higher protein binding activity. Interestingly, both K a and K d values for the case of RGO were found to be signicantly higher which results in lower adsorption of the protein. Such behavior is due to the presence of unbound hydrophobins providing multiple sites for reversible adsorption/desorption of RGO. 31 Addition of NFC lowers the K d values suggesting that the dCBM binds strongly to the NFC bers. Furthermore, we examined the Hill constant, n, which is a critical measure to determine the nature of binding and the degree of cooperativity between the multifunctional protein and ligands. 32, 33 It should be noted that the multiple binding behavior arises from the linker polypeptide RLP, with varying hydrophobicity index. 34 It displays hydrophobic behavior under nascent conditions but when anked with CBMs shows hydrophilic characteristics. 34 The Hill coefficient values for all the three cases were found to be n > 1, suggesting that the fusion protein dCBM-RLP-HFB showed positive cooperative binding. It represents that once dCBM-RLP-HFB binds to the nanomaterial forming a monolayer surface, it enhances the affinity and binding energy for the surrounding ligands resulting in progressive protein adsorption. As HFBI and CBMs adhere to RGO or NFC respectively, the connecting sequence RLP undergoes conformational changes which synergistically improves the cooperative binding affinity between the two systems. A similar observation was reported in our earlier study, 27 in which RLP based coacervates anchored onto the surface of graphene forming a non-continuous layer with strong adhesive behavior. Therefore, the Hill equation could be used to effectively determine the binding isotherm parameters with high regression (R 2 $ 0.99) which conrmed the adsorption of both RGO and NFC to specic binding motifs present in the fusion protein. For the case of NFC and RGO, the maximum binding capacity of dCBM-RLP-HFB in terms of mass concentration was found to be $0.9 g of protein per gram of RGO, $1.1 g of protein per gram of NFC and $1.6 g of protein in the presence of both NFC and RGO (at a 1 : 1 ratio). From the adsorption isotherms and evaluation of parameters, it could be concluded that binding of the modular protein to NFC/RGO was governed by multi-binding behavior with positive cooperation which helps in effective transfer of resilin-functionality to the developed nanocomposites.
Understanding the effect of resilin-based fusion proteins on the physicochemical properties of RGO/NFC nanocomposites in different pH environments
As described in our earlier studies, 26 single molecular force spectroscopy for dCBM-RLP-HFB shows reversible swelling on changing the pH from 5 to 11 due to conformational changes. Therefore, the assembly of fusion proteins in the interlayers of NFC/RGO was expected to alter the layered structure on macroscopic scales. The protein dissolved in buffers with different pH (pH $ 4, 7 and 11) was processed into a nanocomposite lm with the addition of NFC/RGO (at a mass ratio of 1 : 3) through a solvent-casting approach (Fig. 2) .
The examination of partially oxidized RGO through XRD spectroscopy (as shown in Fig. 2(d) ) showed a characteristic peak at 2q ¼ 26.6 representing chemically reduced graphitelike patterns (002). 35 Interestingly, air-dried NFC/RGO lms processed at different pH show characteristic peak shiing towards lower angles at pH $ 7 and 11 respectively, with relatively sharper intensity. The calculated d-spacing of the lms was found to be $3.29Å, 3.70Å, and 3.42Å corresponding to lms processed at pH $ 4, 7 and 11, respectively. At pH $ 4, dCBM-RLP-HFB acquires a collapsed conformation due to which the d-spacing remained unaltered in comparison to RGO (with a d-spacing of $3.25Å). However, with increasing pH, resilin acquired an extended morphology with the contour length growing from 29 nm (at pH 5) to 64 nm (at pH $ 11), in hydrated states. 26 It was assumed that adhesive domains of fusion proteins bind specically to NFC/RGO, and the extensional fragment RLP will tune the inter-spacing depending on pH. A similar observation was found in NFC/RGO lms; the extensibility between interlayers was increased by $0.35Å with increasing pH. However, as expected the expandability of the modular protein with changing pH was relatively lowered when bound on the surface in the dried state of solid lms (compared to hydrated conditions). Although the d-spacing values are related to the extensional behavior of resilin, it is difficult to quantify and correlate with the conformational changes of the RLP in the case of solid-like lms. At higher pH, the lowered dspacing values are probably due to high swelling behavior of cellulose, which reduces the binding affinity and hinders the preferential interaction of cellulose with dCBM-RLP-HFB. From SMFS spectroscopic studies, 26 we observed that cellulose laments under alkaline conditions were highly stretched as can be conrmed from their increased persistence length ($0.12 AE 0.1 nm compared to other pH values). Along with it, both the force of adhesion and the work of rupture of fusion proteins on the cellulose surface decreased signicantly, which conrms the poor binding interaction of dCBM-RLP-HFB. It is worthy mentioning that the processed NFC/RGO nanocomposite lms at different pH preserved the tunable inter-layer spacing induced by conformational changes of the RLP even aer removal of solvent. In summary, XRD studies conrm the formation of NFC/RGO lms with a layered structure and expandable d-spacing in the range of $3.2-3.7Å depending on the pH of casting solution, which is expected to tune the structural as well as electrochemical properties of the developed nanocomposites.
Raman spectroscopy analysis was carried out to investigate the functionality and structural changes induced by fusion proteins in RGO nanosheets especially their degree of exfoliation when embedded in the NFC matrix. RGO shows characteristic peaks at $1349 cm À1 and $1574 cm À1 representing the D and G bands, respectively, and the peak at $2703 cm À1 corresponds to the 2D band 35 (shown in Fig. 2(e) ). The G band signies the in-plane vibration arising from sp 2 hybridized carbon atoms present in the RGO backbone, which originates from rst-order scattering of E 2g phonons. 36 The D band is due to out-of-plane vibrations (breathing modes of sp 2 atoms) arising from structural defects in RGO and originates from TO phonons around the K point of the Brillouin zone, activated by double resonance (DR). 37 In Fig. 2(e) , the presence of a low intensity D peak is attributed to the existence of defects on the RGO backbone introduced during the partial oxidation process (sonication in the presence of peroxides) but with a higher degree of structural order and relatively lower fractions of defects. The high intensity G-band conrms the presence of defect free graphene rings which originated from sp 2 hybridized stretching vibrations of carbon bond. The presence of small 2D peaks further conrms that RGO sheets are highly crystalline in nature with lower defects conrming their high quality. 38 The I D /I G ratio measures the defects present in the carbon backbone of graphene sheets when dispersed and exfoliated in the presence of a fusion protein. 39 The I D /I G ratio for pristine RGO was found to be $0.35, with the intensity of the D-band comparatively lower than that of the G-band, suggesting that the partial oxidization step did not introduce signicant defects in the carbon backbone, as discussed earlier. The introduction of the fusion protein at different pH followed by the exfoliation of RGO sheets caused signicant alterations in the I D /I G values. Under conditions where the extended conformation of the RLP was anticipated (at pH > 5), the I D /I G was found to be improved to $0.52 and 0.42 at pH $ 7 and 11, respectively. At pH $ 4, the fusion protein retains a random coil-like morphology and from I D I G $ 0:37 was found similar to pristine RGO sheets ($0.35). 40 It showed that I D /I G depended on the swellability of the pHresponsive RLP linker connecting the RGO sheets. Similar observations of tuning the I D I G ratio were also reported in the case of molecularly engineered ionic liquids which were used for exfoliation of graphene sheets. 41 This is due to the presence of specialized regions in the RLP consisting of alternate hydrophobic/hydrophilic patches which in the extended state improves the interfacial interaction with the RGO sheets. 34 Along with it, HFBI is also known to specically recognize and bind to the graphene surface through hydrophobic interactions. 39 Under different pH conditions, the extendibility of hydrophilic/hydrophobic patches in the RLP varied due to which their interaction with RGO and the degree of exfoliation varied drastically. Sonication of RGO with a fusion protein resulted in different degrees of exfoliation at various pH which were sterically stabilized by NFC, as reported in our earlier study. 42 Due to which the relative degree of structural defects introduced in RGO under different pH conditions varied which resulted in a tunable I D /I G ratio. Therefore, extended conditions of the fusion protein (at pH $ 7 and 11) resulted in the introduction of a higher degree of structural defects in RGO (during sonication) due to their improved interaction compared to the random coiled state of the fusion protein (at pH $ 4). The above postulate was conrmed by investigating the 2D peak of NFC/ RGO processed at different pH ( Fig. S4 †) , which shied to a lower wavenumber (at pH $ 7 and 11) suggesting exfoliation or lowering in the number of stacked RGO sheets. 38 To further examine the state of RGO dispersion in nanocomposites, the ratio of the intensity of the 2D band and G bands was investigated. It is well known that the I 2D /I G ratios of single-, double-, triple-, and multi-(>4) layer graphene sheets are typically >1.6, $0.8, $0.30, and $0.07, respectively as per earlier reported studies. 43, 44 The I 2D /I G is evaluated to be $0.25, $0.29 and $0.39 for NFC/RGO lms processed at pH $ 4, 7 and 11 respectively.
The results indicate that stacked RGO nanosheets consisting of less than <3 layers are intercalated with the fusion protein and NFC during nanocomposite formation, which was prevalent under all pH conditions. Furthermore, to conrm the number of layers of RGO sheets, the shape, components and intensity of the 2D peak were evaluated through detailed Raman spectroscopic analysis. In the case of Raman spectra for multilayered RGO, all vibrational modes split due to the connement in the direction perpendicular to the basal plane and distinctive band structures are observed activated by the two-phonon DR Raman process (e.g., the 2D mode) which depends on the number of layers. 38 From the Raman spectra, the 2D band for multilayered RGO is tted with multiple Lorentzian peaks which correspond to multiple resonance electronic band structures of Raman processes. 38 In the present study, the 2D peak has six components as deconvoluted by the Lorentzian t (green curves), as shown in Fig. S4 , † which is prevalent under all pH conditions for NFC/RGO lms. The presence of six components in 2D peaks represents the presence of three layers of RGO sheets, which is similar to earlier reported studies 38, 45 and also in line with our earlier prediction with I 2D /I G values. Furthermore, we measured the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the 2D band which is a quantitative guide to distinguish the layer number (single-to ve-layer) in graphene sheets. In the present study, we observed that the FWHM of the 2D band for all the NFC/RGO lms processed at different pH was in the range of 52-58 cm À1 , which suggests the presence of tri-layered stacked RGO, as reported in earlier studies. 46 Therefore, from Raman spectroscopic studies it can be conrmed that genetically engineered proteins can be strategically used to functionalize RGO/NFC through molecular recognition sites with effective dispersion and induction of pH responsive characteristics into fabricated nanocomposites. In order to evaluate the effect of hybrid proteins on structural properties, a series of nanocomposites with variation in the protein content, pH and RGO/NFC compositions were fabricated. The RGO/NFC lms interestingly show a glassy appearance (as shown in ESI Fig. S1(b) †) . The lms appeared shiny with a mirror-like feature which showed a high reection of the background surface (which was captured on the lm as shown in Fig. S1 (b) †) and could be visualized by the naked eye. Similar observations of glassy thin lms were reported by Mao et al. 2015 (ref. 16) analogous to nacre, which is due to the presence of the ultra-smooth surface and highly ordered lamellar structure of RGO and NFC. However, the appearance of high reectivity suggests that such ordered structures were prevalent over longer ranges even on the macroscopic scale ($8-10 mm) of the lms fabricated. The microscopic investigations of the surface and cross-sectional view of RGO/NFC nanocomposite lms were performed by scanning electron microscopy (as shown in Fig. 2(b) and in ESI Fig. S2 (a)-(g) †). The electron micrographs from the side view of nanocomposites showed typical nacremimetic like structures with the presence of dense and alternate layers of RGO and NFC. From the top view, the lms showed a highly smooth surface with the hierarchical structures predominant along the cross section without any defects ( Fig. S2(a) and (b) †). The restacking of RGO sheets through p-p electronic interactions and agglomeration of NFC due to hydrogen bonds were weakened through site-specic molecular recognition with HFBI and CBMs respectively. The highresolution micrographs show bundles of NFC nanobers adsorbed onto the surface of RGO sheets forming a closely wrapped structure with high interfacial adhesion ( Fig. S2(d) and (e) †). The formation of highly ordered structures during evaporation-induced self-assembly with a 'brick-mortar pattern' is possibly mediated through molecular interactions from the fusion protein complex (evident from high-resolution SEM micrographs in Fig. 2(b) and (c)). On increasing the concentration of RGO as well as NFC, restacking of RGO sheets and agglomeration of cellulosic bers were observed ( Fig. S2(f) and (g) †). However, it could be improved by tuning and optimizing the concentrations of the protein added during nanocomposite processing. Furthermore, to understand the degree of NFC/RGO packing in the interlayers we studied the lm microstructure processed in different pH buffers ( Fig. S3(a) -(c) †). At pH $ 4 and 7, densely packed and compact layers of NFC/RGO were observed along the lm depth with the RGO sheets aligned in a particular direction (evident from high-resolution micrographs in Fig. S3(a) †) . The NFC_RGO_1_3_pH 7 lms show a highly ordered and hierarchal architecture with stacked alternate layers of RGO and NFC, compared to lms processed under other pH conditions. In sharp contrast, lms processed at pH $ 11 were loosely packed with the presence of voids in between the NFC and RGO layers ( Fig. S3 (c) †). We measured the inter-layer spacing between the RGO and NFC sheets from FESEM micrographs which were $105 nm, 154 nm and 126 nm for the NFC/RGO lms processed at pH 4, 7 and 10 respectively. Such a microstructural change is probably due to the expanded structure of resilin at higher pH or highly swollen cellulosic bers under alkaline conditions. Therefore, it can be concluded that the micro-structures of NFC/RGO lms could be tuned using functional fusion protein constructs which were expected to alter the mechanical and electrochemical behavior of the composites, as discussed in the subsequent section.
Effect of the genetically engineered fusion protein on the mechanical behavior of nanocomposites
To gain insight into the mechanical behavior of NFC/RGO nanocomposites processed with the fusion protein, tensile tests were carried out on several lms with varying RGO content and dCBM-RLP-HFB concentration and different pH buffers as a medium for solvent casting (Fig. 3(a)-(c) ). The NFC/RGO lms processed without any addition of the fusion protein showed an ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of $40 MPa and $24 MPa at pH $ 7 and at pH $ 11 respectively ( Fig. S4(a) and (b) †). The change in the tensile modulus with pH can be attributed to the swelling of cellulose chains under alkaline conditions, which possibly increases the elongation behavior of the nanocomposites. 47 On introduction of the genetically engineered fusion protein, the mechanical behavior of nanocomposites showed a substantial improvement. For instance, the effect of the fusion protein concentration on the toughness and UTS was rstly investigated keeping the NFC/RGO content constant (1 : 3) at pH $ 7 ( Fig. 3(b) ). At a dCBM-RLP-HFB concentration of $2.2 g L À1 , the UTS increased to $401 MPa and toughness to $1.2 MJ m À3 . It was observed that the theoretical maximal amount of bound fusion protein calculated from the binding isotherm plots needed for (NFC : RGO 1 : 3) is in line with the experimental values. Therefore, protein concentration added to the nanocomposite could be optimized using the binding isotherm plots studied in the earlier section, taking into consideration the content of RGO as a limiting factor. Secondly, the effect of different NFC : RGO ratios was studied keeping the content of the fusion protein constant at $1.5 g L À1 at pH $ 7. At a NFC : RGO of 1 : 2, the UTS was improved to $421 MPa and for a NFC : RGO of 1 : 3 the toughness enhanced to $3.8 MJ m À3 with a signicant improvement in elongation at break. The simultaneous improvement in both the tensile modulus and toughness for the biomimetic nacre-based composites is seldom reported. 1 The prominent advantage of the fusion protein complex is the presence of the supramolecular functional linker RLP which induces a pH-responsive behavior in the developed nanocomposites. Finally, the evaluation of different pH buffers as solvents for processing the NFC/RGO lms keeping the protein concentration constant at $1.5 g L À1 and NFC : RGO at 1 : 2 was performed. At pH $ 7, the UTS increased to $421 MPa but with a comparatively lower toughness of $3.02 MJ m À3 , due to poor elongation behavior. Interestingly, it was observed that the fabricated nanocomposites showed pH-dependent mechanical behavior because the multidomain dCBM-RLP-HFBI undergoes different structural changes under various pH conditions and ionization states.
A summary of the results of mechanical property investigations is presented in Fig. S5(a) , † to understand the effect of pH, the ratio of NFC/RGO concentration and the content of the fusion protein on the UTS and toughness of the fabricated nanocomposites. The toughness and tensile strength varied from $0.8-3.84 MJ m À3 and $200-421 MPa depending on the conformational state of the RLP under different conditions. Most of the reported GO-based nacre materials (as shown in Fig. S5 (b) †) such as GO-PVA, 48 GO-PMMA, 49 rGO-CNC, 50 GO-DWNT-PCDO, 51 GO-Mg 2+ , 52 GO-CMC-Mn 2+ , 53 GO-Zn, 54 rGO-CS, 18 rGO-MMT-PVA, 55 rGO-PAPB 56 and rGO-PDA 17 utilize either interfacial or synergistic interactions based on hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions, p-p electronic interactions, and ionic and covalent bonding. From our previously reported study, 21 the utilization of diblock proteins, dCBM-HFBI, in the fabrication of graphene/NFC lms showed an improved tensile strength of $278 MPa and toughness of $4.0 MJ m À3 . The introduction of the functional unit RLP contributes to the fabrication of biomimetic-nacre with a larger tensile strength ($421 MPa) imbued with stimuli-responsive characteristics. A typical fracture model is proposed to understand the reinforcing and strengthening mechanism of the fusion protein at different pH (as shown in Fig. 4) . At pH $ 4, the RLP connector adopts a highly twisted and coiled-like structure which resists easy slippage between NFC and RGO layers, during the initial stages of stretching under tension. On increasing the pH to $7, the RLP uncoils itself to adopt a freely extended conformation which gets gradually stretched under a tensile load. In this case, the assembled resilin-protein in between RGO and NFC layers acts as an elastic interface, which undergoes structural transitions under the tensile load. 57 The molecular motifs, CBMs and HFBI adhere strongly to NFC and RGO creating an effective path for slippage in between the adjacent layers, as it is gradually stretched. However, at pH $ 11, even though the fusion protein adopts the most extended state, cellulose undergoes increased swelling which possibly lowers the binding efficiency of molecular motifs with NFC/ RGO. From the molecular point of view, site-specic binding domains resulted in the effective transfer of stress between NFC and RGO and the exible resilin segments improved toughness through synergistic interactions. It can be summarized that genetically engineered fusion proteins can signicantly tune the structural properties of nanocomposites depending on the number of binding sites and the structural state of resilin protein, which can be governed by varying the conditions (such as pH and ionic strength) during processing.
Effect of the genetically engineered fusion protein on the electrochemical performance of lms
Next, we wanted to study whether the modulation of the microstructures of nanocomposites inuences the electrical properties, due to the responsive nature of the fusion protein. Such an altered hierarchical architecture can be controlled with pH and depends on the concentration of the fusion protein and RGO/ NFC ratio. The conductivity values measured were sufficiently high for all the nanocomposites, demonstrating a synergistic behavior similar to that of mechanical studies. The best value for the electrical conductivity was obtained for a NFC : RGO ratio of 1 : 3 with 2.2 g L À1 of dCBM-RLP-HFBI processed at pH 7 with a conductivity value of $680 S cm À1 , suitable enough for most practical applications. As expected the electrical conductivity of NFC/RGO lms increased with higher loadings of the RGO content and varied signicantly with the change in the pH and concentration of the protein as detailed in Fig. 3(b) , (b 0 ) and (b 00 ). The electrical conductivity values almost reached saturation (at a NFC : RGO ratio of 1 : 3 at pH $ 7) and did not show any signicant changes when the fusion protein or RGO concentration was increased. The functional units, RLPs, acted as bridges to connect the 'brick and mortar' architecture of densely packed adjacent layers of NFC/RGO (by improving interfacial interactions). The high electrical conductivity in combination with the mechanical robustness of NFC/RGO lms has potential applications in exible electronics. Moreover, the improved biocompatibility and pH-responsive characteristics of the NFC/RGO lms can be used for the fabrication of implantable bioelectrochemical capacitors. 58 Taking into consideration the above two aspects, a study evaluating the electrochemical performance of NFC/RGO lms infused with a pH-responsive functional protein was performed, as a proof of concept. NFC/ RGO lms at different loadings were fabricated to determine charge storage capabilities through evaluation of cyclic voltammograms (CV) and charge-discharge (CD) curves to optimize the ideal RGO content (as summarized in Fig. S7(a) and (b) †). The disparity in CV and CD curves (with the RGO content) is possibly due to aggregation and variation in the binding of fusion proteins with RGO/NFC, as already discussed in earlier sections. As conrmed in Fig. S7(a) , † NFC_RGO_1_3 lms due to their high electrochemical and mechanical stability were further processed at different pH to understand the effect of the functional protein on the electrochemical performance. Fig. 5(a) shows CV plots for NFC/RGO lms (at pH $ 4,7 and 11) assembled into a three-electrode system using aqueous 6 M KOH as the electrolyte. It should be noted that KOH as an electrolyte is widely used due to its small ionic radius (r) $ 2.92 A under hydrated conditions 59 and the ability to intercalate layers contributing to pseudo-capacitance. From XRD studies, the d-spacing for NFC/RGO lms (1 : 3) was found to be in a similar range of $3.29, 3.70 and 3.42Å, which can be tuned depending on pH $ 4, 7 and 11 respectively. CV curves show a quasi-rectangle shape but with the presence of atly roundish redox peaks in the CV curves which correspond to faradaic reactions due to the presence of defects and oxygen chemical functionalities in RGO. They are possibly introduced during partial oxidation of RGO, which are known to be active sites for faradaic redox reactions during the CV scans. A similar observation has also been observed in several other reported studies for reduced graphene oxide based materials. [60] [61] [62] [63] The signicant difference in the integral area of the CV curves suggests variation in the charge storage capabilities of NFC/RGO lms processed at different pH. At pH $ 7, NFC_RGO_1_3 lms show the formation of a rectangular capacitive curve with the highest integral area which gradually decreases at pH $ 11 but undergoes distortion at pH $ 4. In NFC-RGO_1_3_pH 7, dspacing higher than or closer to that of hydrated ions (r < 3.70Å) makes it readily accessible to the inter-layer galleries, creating a path for efficient ion transport. The composite contains sparsely lled NFC/RGO galleries, in which the ions can penetrate in inter-layers, resulting in overall higher charge storage capabilities. 64 On the other hand, d-spacing at pH $ 4 and 11 was relatively smaller than or comparable to that of hydrated ions (r $ 3.29Å), which leads to ion sieving 65 as they encounter increased resistance from RGO inter-layers. In this case, ion sorption mostly occurs on the surface of RGO layers due to the resistance provided by small pores and densely lled galleries of NFC/RGO. Furthermore, evaluation of CV curves for NFC_RGO_1_3_pH 7 at higher scan rates (from $10 to 100 mV s À1 ) (as shown in Fig. 5(d) ) still shows the quasi-rectangular nature with the presence of redox peaks in a wide potential window of À1 V to 0.5 V. This suggests that the fabricated NFC/ RGO lms show a hybrid electrochemical behavior with the presence of pseudocapacitance as well as electrochemical double layer (EDL) capacitive behavior which have improved stability and potentially higher rate retention capabilities.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis was carried out to further understand the ion-diffusion and transport mechanism in the pH tunable interlayer spacing of NFC/ RGO lms. The Nyquist plot shows a vertical line almost parallel to the y-axis at lower frequencies which represents the pure capacitive behavior of NFC/RGO lms (Fig. 5(c) ). The absence of the semi-circle along with the intermediate 45 region is observed for all the lms processed with an optimized fusion protein content of $2.2 g L À1 . This suggests that the internal resistance of current collectors arising from electrode contacts and electrolyte interference was negligible. 66 The measured equivalent series resistance (ESR) from the Nyquist plots (intercept with the Z 0 axis at lower frequency) was found to be $1.01, 0.832 and 0.628 U.cm 2 for the lms processed at pH $ 4, 7 and 11 respectively. The equivalent resistance values are exceptionally small (much lower than those in previously reported studies as shown in Table S2 †) and are reduced by half in comparison to the ultra-tough and highly conductive rGO/CNC composites, recently reported in the literature (with values of $1.48 U cm 2 ). 50 The fusion protein with selective molecular binding motifs to NFC and RGO provides an excellent interfacial contact resulting in improved ion transport as well as the fast transfer of electrons. Furthermore, the EIS experimental data were tted with an equivalent circuit diagram (as shown in Fig. 5(c) ) which comprised the following elements: (i) solution resistance (R s ), which takes into account the inherent resistance of the active electrode and contact resistance arising from the electrodes, current collectors and electrolyte, 67 (ii) charge transfer resistance (R ct ), which arises at the surface of the electrode and electrolyte interface, 68 (iii) constant phase element (CPE), which is a double layer capacitance that occurs due to the porous or hierarchal structure of NFC/RGO layers at the interface with electrolytes due to charge separation, and (iv) Warburg diffusion resistance (W) which represents the ion penetration phenomenon across the NFC/RGO inter-layers. The pseudocapacitance (C p ) and charge separation resistance (R p ) connected in a parallel circuit refer to the ideal capacitive behavior in which the Nyquist plot ideally forms a straight line parallel to the y-axis. 69 The tting curves for the Nyquist plots coincide well with the experimental values (with less than 5% error), suggesting that the proposed equivalent circuit model will reect the actual electrochemical processes occurring within the hybrid protein based NFC/RGO supercapacitors. The circuit parameters obtained aer tting the equivalent circuit model are mentioned in Table S2 . † Based on the tting result of the equivalent circuit, the estimated values of R s are 1.08, 0.78 and 0.64 U for NFC/RGO lms processed at pH $ 4, 7 and 11 respectively, which are in line with the ESR values (as discussed earlier). The estimated values of R ct are 1.54, 1.24 and 1.26 U for NFC/RGO lms processed under pH conditions $4, 7 and 11 respectively, which are relatively low in magnitude. This is probably because of the presence of a well-connected interface between NFC/RGO layers induced by the site-specic binding units of hybrid proteins which is expected to lower the faradaic resistance. The absence of the semi-circular region in the Nyquist plots further conrms that the charge storage is governed by a non-faradaic process, a desirable feature in supercapacitors. 70 The Nyquist plot at medium frequency shows a slope of 45 , which can be represented by the Warburg resistance in the equivalent circuit. 71 It was observed that the projected length of the Warburg region in Nyquist plots was shorter for NFC/RGO lms processed at pH $ 4 and 7 in comparison to that at pH $ 11. NFC_RGO_1_3_pH 11 shows a slight shi to 45 (in the medium frequency range, inset Fig. 5 (c)) compared to others suggesting resistance to ion transport due to the formation of a diffuse electrical double layer. The Warburg coefficient measured was 134.8 Â 10 À6 , 9.4 Â 10 À6 and 76.3 Â 10 À6 U s À1/2 for the NFC/RGO lms processed under pH conditions $4, 7 and 11 respectively. Such variations are probably due to a higher d-spacing of $3.70Å at pH $ 7 (as conrmed from XRD) which provides fast ion diffusion across hierarchical NFC/RGO inter-layers (as shown in FESEM micrographs, Fig. 2(c) ), resulting in easy accessibility of aqueous electrolytes to RGO nanosheets. Therefore, it can be observed that increased transport of ions results in improved rate capabilities and lowered resistance due to shorter diffusion paths, which can be explicitly tuned by varying the pHresponsive functional linker. The CPE element, Y o , details the deviations observed in ideal capacitive properties due to the presence of non-uniform reaction sites, physical defects and charge transfer resistance at electrodes. The low Y o values for NFC/RGO lms with hybrid proteins especially processed at pH $ 7 suggest an improved interfacial contact and the absence of physical defects. Furthermore, the evaluation of the power factor n determines the degree of ideal capacitive properties of electrodes, which is generally in range of 0.5 < n < 1, for supercapacitors. The measured n values for NFC/RGO lms processed at different pH were in the range of 0.82-0.98, which are closer to $1 suggesting ideal capacitive behavior, which is in line with earlier reported studies. 72 Among all NFC/RGO lms processed under different pH conditions, NFC-RGO_1_3_pH 7 based solid state lms have improved electronic and ionic transport capabilities, which have been further investigated.
The evaluation of real (C 0 (u)) and imaginary capacitance (C 00 (u)), a frequency-dependent term, provides insights into stored energy and losses due to ionic resistance arising from the microstructure of the NFC/RGO lms. In C 00 (u) vs. frequency plots, the NFC/RGO lms display a time constant s o of $0.80, 0.59 and 0.88 s for the lms processed at pH $ 4, 7 and 11 respectively ( Fig. S8(a) †) . The lowered s o value for NFC-RGO_1_3_pH 7 suggests improved transition from resistive to capacitive behavior. 64 The increased inter-layer spacing and lower resistance at pH $ 7 facilitate the effective transport of solvated K + and HO À ions, leading to a pseudocapacitance-like behavior. Interestingly, the real C 0 (u) component which measures the ability to store energy for NFC/RGO lms varied signicantly with pH even though the concentrations of NFC/ RGO and the protein remained constant. The maximum for C 0 (u) was nearly three times higher for NFC/RGO lms processed at pH $ 7 in comparison to those at pH $ 4 and 11. It could be attributed to increased ion adsorption at the surface as well as inter-galleries and negligible resistance provided to ion transport in NFC-RGO_1_3_pH 7 lms. 73 However, at pH $ 4 and 11 lower d-spacing resisted the access of solvated ions to the galleries of NFC/RGO, leading to lowered capacitive behavior. Fig. S9 † schematically summarizes the physicochemical ion transport mechanism and dynamics prevailing in NFC/RGO lms when processed under different pH conditions. Two main parameters, rstly improved ion transport and sorption in the inter-spacing of RGO (lowered s o ) and negligible resistance at the electrode/electrolyte interface (low Z 00 ), contributed to improved capacitive behavior at pH $ 7. The difference in capacitive properties highlights the importance of fusion proteins, which have the capability to ne-tune material microstructures and hence require optimization to exactly match pore-size with that of the selected electrolyte ions for study.
The conclusions derived from the EIS analysis were validated with galvanostatic charge-discharge (CD) studies to determine the charge storage capacity of NFC/RGO protein-based supercapacitors. Fig. 5(b) displays a typical quasi-triangular CD curve with a signicant difference in discharge times for NFC/RGO lms processed under various pH conditions. The measured specic areal capacitance was found to be $20.8, 71.2 and 52.1 mF cm À2 at pH $ 4, 7 and 11 respectively measured at a current density of $2 mA cm À2 and volumetric capacitance was measured to be $26, 89 and 65.1 F cm À3 at pH $ 4, 7 and 11 respectively at similar current density. Furthermore, the CD curves for NFC-RGO_1_3_pH 7 lms at various current densities (from 1-5 mA cm À2 ) ( Fig. 5(e) ) showed high stability and symmetricity without any signicant voltage (or IR) drop. This suggests the presence of improved mass transport of ions across the RGO layers with the formation of a stable EDL even at higher current densities, as already discussed in the earlier section. However, the evaluation of the CD curves at different ratios of NFC/RGO showed the presence of a slight IR drop in the range of 0.04-0.107 ( Fig. S7(b) †) . The drop is basically due to agglomeration of NFC/RGO akes in the presence of lower or higher fractions of the fusion protein. Therefore, it is signicantly important to determine the optimized protein concentration from the binding isotherms for the fabrication of NFC/ RGO lms with ideal electrochemical performance. To further evaluate the practical applications of such protein-based NFC/ RGO lms in bioelectronic devices, rate and cycling performance tests were carried out. The cycling stability of NFC/RGO lms was measured at a high current density of 25 mA cm À2 to determine the percentage capacitance retention which showed a drop by $60.1, 31.3 and 25.7% for the lms processed at pH $ 4, 7 and 11 respectively. The signicant drop was probably due to the poor stability of the fusion protein, dCBM-RLP-HFBI, at high current density under alkaline conditions during the cycling tests which last for longer time scales. A similar behavior of high voltage loss was also observed for tests conducted on larger time scales in the case of earlier reported study of ultrathin graphene-protein (bovine serum albumin or silk) based supercapacitors. 58, 74 On reducing the current density to 1 mA cm À2 for cycling stability tests, the NFC_RGO_1_3_pH 7 lms show higher capacitance retention with a small drop of $11.2% observed aer 1000 cycles. However, potential applications of the developed protein-based supercapacitors as implantable biomedical devices require combined high mechanical and electrochemical stability under harsh biological environments.
In the earlier section, we have demonstrated the high mechanical integrity of NFC/RGO lms intercalated with the fusion protein complex, resulting in the formation of tough composites comparable to biological materials such as nacre. Now to determine the electrochemical stability of the lms, CV tests were measured under different mechanical stress and bending cycles (wrapped over a cylinder of diameter $1 cm as shown in Fig. S8 (e) and (f) †). The highly exible NFC/RGO lms did not show any signicant changes in the CV plots with the presence of a quasi-rectangular shape, under applied mechanical bending stresses. To demonstrate the hands-on application of the fabricated NFC/RGO lms modied with the genetically engineered and functional protein complex, two free-standing electrodes were connected in series to illuminate an electronic watch, a house-hold daily appliance (shown in Fig. 5(f) ). Furthermore, the capacitive and the mechanical performance of the fabricated NFC/RGO lms were compared with those of cellulose hybrid composites reported in the literature as shown in Table S3 . † From previously reported studies, NFC/RGO lms composed of hybrid proteins have signicantly high electrochemical performance and extremely low resistance along with superior mechanical properties, suitable enough for potential engineering applications. Interestingly, the engineered protein provided us sole functionality to remotely tune the microstructure of RGO/NFC which could be used as a tool to match the ionic radius of electrolytes used, to maximize the supercapacitive behavior of developed composites. Therefore, selective designing of genetically engineered proteins provides a unique approach to fabricate functional nanocomposites with high electrochemical stability and mechanical robustness, suitable for exible and implantable biomedical devices.
Conclusions
This work demonstrates that genetic engineering of proteins at molecular levels could effectively transform their functionality with the currently developed dCBM-RLP-HFBI, acting as an elastic and energy dissipative interface in hybrid nanocomposites. The efficacy of the present study depends on the interaction of fusion proteins with NFC and RGO, which follows a cooperative binding behavior over multiple sites. The fundamental challenges associated with traditional graphene and nanocellulose related composites are poor interfacial interactions and material contacts. In this study, the traditional problems have been overcome using genetically engineered fusion proteins which act as bridges interconnecting the two layers strongly through site-specic molecular recognition, preventing their restacking. The evaluation of the microstructure showed that the surface-bound hybrid protein acted as a spacer tuning the d-spacing of inter-galleries depending on pH for processing of the lms. This led to a signicant effect on the degree of intercalation of NFC and altered the selective adsorption of electrolyte ions which caused pronounced changes to structural as well as electrochemical behavior. The highly stiff graphene and NFC were bonded strongly to diblock functional proteins, through material-specic binding motifs and resilin at the interface acts as a 'spring' transferring high resilience behavior to the composite. The underlying mechanism for simultaneous improvement of strength and toughness through synergistic interactions was investigated through fracture studies. The modular protein coupled with functional linkages underwent reversible conformational changes of swelling and contractions over changing pH conditions. The pH-responsive structural changes precisely governed the transport and diffusion of solvated electrolyte ions through NFC/RGO galleries. The present approach of tuning interspacing using functional proteins provided a unique way to optimize the electrochemical performance of supercapacitors depending on the solvated radius of electrolytes selected for the study. Interestingly, the current approach of molecular engineering of biomimetic nanocomposites caused no internal resistance arising from poor electrical or electrolyte contacts with the formation of a highly stable electrical double layer over longer cycles. Though obtaining cost-effective technologies for bioprocessing genetically engineered proteins remains challenging, their application as material specic binders which results in negligible internal resistance (at optimized fractions) provides promising engineering solutions for electronic appliances. The present study opens up new avenues for the production of hybrid materials using multifunctional bioengineered proteins for effective material contacts, which can be used as a replacement to metallic components present in microelectronics, with a novel prospect for the development of next-generation protein-based electrical devices.
